1. P/N: X100W
   HOUSING & PLUNGER: MOLDED NYLON, AVAILABLE IN TEN COLORS.
   CONTACT BLADE: GOLD PLATED BeCu.
   SPRING: STAINLESS STEEL.

2. P/N: W-200/COLOUR
   22AWG TINNED COPPER
   0.070 [1.78] O.D. PVC INSULATION
   AVAILABLE IN TEN COLORS.

3. PERFORMANCE
   MAXIMUM CURRENT: 2.5 AMPS
   MAXIMUM VOLTAGE: HANDHELD: 33VAC/60VDC
   HANDS FREE: 1000 W.V.D.C.
   MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE: 176°F (80°C)
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MINI-HOOK (X100W) JUMPER

---

THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS DOCUMENT IS PROPRIETARY TO EZ-HOOK. THE INFORMATION IS NOT TO BE REPRODUCED WITHOUT PRIOR WRITTEN PERMISSION OF EZ-HOOK, INC. OF TRITEST INC.

MAXIMUM TESTED RATINGS IN A HANDS-FREE CONTROLLED ENVIRONMENT. MAXIMUM RATINGS ARE NOT TO BE USED CONCURRENTLY.